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PREFACE
(a) Objective
This document reports on an effort to design, develop, fabricate
and test an advanced two dimensional data processing system called the
Man-Computer Interactive Data Access System (MclDAS).
(b) Scope of Report
This report is a technical description of the work completed.
It does not contain a narrative history of the work since that informa-
tion is amply covered in monthly progress reports. The three sections
of the report cover hardware, system software, and applications software.
The hardware section is abbreviated and will be supplemented by complete
circuit schematics, wiring lists, parts lists, component specifications,
and test data to be published at a later date.
(c) Conclusions
The McIDAS equipment development required under contract
NAS 5-21794 has been successfully completed.
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INTRODUCTION
At the close of the contract period all McIDAS subsystems were com-
pleted and, with some exceptions, integrated. Complete integration with
software was not completed but was proceeding smoothly. Documentation
of the hardware is not complete and will require about three months
before all drafting work will be completed.
Rather than to wait for completion of documentation of the hardware,
it was decided to publish this report and to follow with a second section
at a later date. In this report is a brief overall description of the
hardware with a functional block diagram and complete description of both
system and application software.
McIlDAS HARDWARE
Functional System Description
The McIDAS system consists of three basic sections: an access and
data archive section, a control section, and a display section (See Fig. )
The archive section consists of a video slant track recorder (modified model
IVC-900) and associated control electronics which will record the SMS data
to full resolution in digital format. The archive system can run 24 hours
a day (except for maintenance) and can record all of the SMS data.
The control system for McIDAS is based on a Datacraft 6024/5 computer.
The Datacraft is a 24-bit machine with 32,000 word storage (expandable to
128,000 words) and a basic cycle time of one microsecond. A 50 megabit
digital disk, 9 track digital recorder, card reader and line printer provide
conventional I/O capability. SMS Data is inputted into the Datacraft from a
modified IVC-900 video slant track recorder identical to the unit used in
the Archive System. This mass storage unit (see Fig. 1) can access the data
on the tapes generated by the Archive System. The mass storage unit provides-'2
one full day's SMS data (visible and IR to 1/2 x 1/2 mile resolution) on line..
to the.computer.
The display system accepts digital data from the Datacraft computer,
converts it into standard TV type format, and presents it to a TV monitor for
the operator to view. The system has the capability of "enhancing" the data
as it goes to the monitor to add pseudo-color to increase the perceptual
range of the operator. The system also can enhance by non-linear amplifica-
tion to emphasize particular levels or areas of interest in the data.
This enhancement capability, as well as a "blending" capability which
allows a number of images,.each with its own enhancement, to be superimposed
on the TV screen in various ways, is precisely set up and controlled by the
computer working from software programs which respond to the needs of theJ)
operator. The operator communicates with the computer via a human engineered
set of controls and a language which closely resembles his oqwn scientific
background so that a minimum amount of understanding of the McIDAS implemen-
tation details is necessary. The operator then can expend his time and energy
in analyzing his data instead of learning how to operate a complicated piece
of electronic gear.
The basic operational approach for the McIDAS system is as follows:
The operator sits before a color TV monitor. He has a keyboard and a combina-
tion of joy sticks, knobs, and switches which allow him to interact effectively
with the computer. With these controls, he tells the computer the type of
data, at what scale and in what format he wants to see, and the type of
enhancement and blending he wants to use. The computer translates his requests
into specific commands and sequences of commands which are transmitted to the
display system, which in turn, presents to the color monitor the data re-
quested in the format specified. The operator then examines the data, per-
forms judgement, selection, or decision functions, and directs the computer
to perform measurement or analyses functions on the specific data sample
selected. The computer recovers the required data sample from the original
data in the archive, processes the data to the precondition selected by the
operator, performs the measurement or analysis function and presents the
results to the operator in the format he selects. Usually the results will
be in the form of another display on the color monitor.
As an example, assume the objective is to measure cloud displacement
from satellite pictures. The operator would key into the computer the longi-
tude and latitude of the area of interest, the time interval over which the
measurement is to be made, and the size of the area to be displayed. The
computer would then choose the appropriate satellite data, do a preliminary
navigation and display it on the TV monitor as a short repeating "movie
loop" showing the dynamics of the cloud motions. The operator would then
key in various color and level enhancements until he could easily see the
types of clouds he was interested in-low level cumulous, for instance.
The operator would then request the computer to superimpose a cursor
over the data of a particular shape, size and color. He would then position
the cursor by means of a two dimensional joystick, to indicate to the computor
each. specific cloud he wanted analysed for displacement.
The computor would then go back to the original digital data, do a
correlation on the clouds in all the pictures, calculate the displacements and
do a precise navigation on the results. These results would be printed out
as vectors on magnetic tape or line printer and also displayed on the TV
monitor as a colored vector with proper location and orientation relative to
the "loop" being displayed. The operator could then see if the results are
reasonable, and if they are, take his data and leave.
Theory of Operation
The McIDAS system is made up of both purchased items and hardware which
has been designed specifically for McIDAS. Purchased items are well docu-
mented by the manufacturer's publications which are included in Appendices to
this report. The Datacraft computer, and its standard peripherals, are well
documented and will not be detailed here. The display system, however, was
designed and built almost completely at the University of Wisconsin's Space
Science and Engineering Center.
The display system accepts the digital data from the computer and converts
it to the standard TV format. The data are then stored on an Ampex analog
video disk, an "instant replay" unit used by broadcast TV. The analog video
disk records a TV frame on one circular track of the magnetic disk, then
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replays this video frame back as desired at 3Q frames per second. The Mcldas
analog video disk has four channel~, each channel has roughly 250 recording
tracks, and each. track can record one TV frame. For purposes of loading the
analog video disk, the SMS data are segmented into 525 lines and 700 pixels
per line. At each one of the locations of these pixels in the TV frame, one
six-bit word is loaded from the computer in analog form. Consequently, each
TV frame is broken up into a matrix of 525 by 700 or roughly 400,000 six-bit "
words.
For standard TV, the rate at which these pixels occur is approximately
13 megahertz. The Datacraft computer can output only 300,000 24-bit words
per second. Consequently, the Video Disk cannot be loaded directly. To
solve this interface problem, the Fast Storage Unit has been designed. It
accepts and stores 700 six-bit words from the computer at the computeA
maximum rate. Then, when the video disk head is physically over the exact
location on the disk for the particular TV line this data is to comprise,
it reads out the 700 six-bit words at 13 MHz, converts them to an analog
video signal, and records itas aTV line. The fast storage unit then tells
the computer it is ready and the computer loads another 700 words for the
next TV line. In this way the entire TV frame is built up line by line. Once
the TV frame is loaded, which takes about 20 to 30 seconds, the frame is then
capable of being played back on the TV monitor from the analog disk.
The analog video disk has the capability of storing 250 TV frames on
each of four channels, which is to say that it can store 1000 TV frames with
four channels being available simultaneously. The outputs of these four
channels represent the primary input to the remainder of the display system.
These four inputs are routed to the signal multiplexing section, to the blend-
ing control section, and then through the level and color enhancers. The
blending control section is under the control of the computer and has the
capability of blending up to four channels in a number of ways: (1) By
direct super-position; i.e., twQ pi.ctures can appear to be.. Qn the screen
simultaneously. Eachk one of these pictures can have its own color enhance-
ment and its own level enhancement. C2) By algebratcally adding two frames
before they are put on the color monitor. In this case, no separate level
or color enhancement would be possible. (3) By matting two pictures to-
gether (i.e., a background from one picture and a foreground from another).
Each one of these pictures can have its own level and color enhancement. As
an example of matting, one could use the data from the infrared image to cause
all of the clouds in the visible image above a certain IR brightness level to
appear in one color and those below that level to appear in a different color.
(4) By superpositioning grid information. This can be used, to put in over-
lays, outlines of geographical features, conventional weather data, outline
areas of severe weather, etc. Overlay information can come in the form of
another TV image, or it can come directly from the computer as digital data.
In addition, a cursor, which can be in any color the operator chooses, can
be positioned and its size and type changed as the operator desires. The
cursor is a primary feedback method whereby the operator interacts with the
computer. The operator can select data, outline areas, subtract data, change
enhancements, or designate the placement of alpha-numerics all with the same
cursor and appropriate directions to the computer. Note that the cursor
allows the operator to do a selection not to do a measurement. The computer
goes back to the original uncompromised digital data to do all measurements.
Consequently, the non-linearities of the TV display do not affect quantitative
data analysis.
The output of the blending control is an analog TV compatible video sig-
nal, which could go directly to the color monitor. However, in McIDAS this
video signal is digitized at a 13 MHz rate, using a Computer LaboratoriesS
HS-615 high speed analog-to-digital converter to provide the input to the
enhancement section. Enhancement is done digitally because it provides much.
more flexibility and precision than can be achieved by analog circuits at
the required frequencies and bandowidths. The computer is not actively in- -
volved in the enhancement; the computer just loads the transfer function into
the enhancement unit which is a look-up table of 64 six-bit word capacity.
Each 6-bit digital sample of the video signal is used as an address to enter..
the look-up table. At the location of that address,the computer has loaded;..
another six-bit word which represents the enhanced output value. This six-...
bit word is shifted out of memory, run through a high speed digital-to-analog
converter and then routed out as the enhanced video signal. McIDAS includes
three identical enhancement units; one look-up table is for the red color, one
for green, and one for blue. Identical addresses are used for all three look-
up tables and the words stored in each address contain both the color and the
level enhancement information. The relative values between the three look-
up tables determine the color, as seen on the monitor, and the absolute
values represent the brightness.
The output of the enhancement section is three signals; red, green, and
blue, which together comprise a standard RGB television video format. McIDAS
uses monitors which can accept the RGB standard directly because it yields
higher video resolution and bandwidth. However, a standard converter can
be added which will transform the RGB format into the U.S. standard encoded
broadcast TV format.
A logic interface unit between the display system and the computer, can
store up to 16 24-bit computer words with provisions for expansion to 32.
Each bit in these words has a specific control function in the system. The
computer loads the 24-bit words into the interface along with a word address.
During the vertical retrace period of the TV image the computer has time to4,.
load over 150 24-bit words into the interface, and this is sufficient to
completely change the control setup of the entire system, and also to load
the look-up tables. The system responds to the operator very rapidly and
can completely update the display within one vertical retrace of the TV.
The mass storage unit (see Figure 1) consists of a modified slant
track recorder, and a control unit. The primary purpose of the mass storage
unit is to input SMS data from the archive system to the computer. The
tapes generated on the archive system's modified slant track recorder are
compatible with the mass storage unit's slant track recorder. The mass
storage unit can also store and retrieve data generated in the computer or
from other sources (like ATS data) which feed data to the computer via
special or conventional data links. The control unit converts the serial
bit stream of the slant track recorder into 24-bit parallel words which can
then be shuttled in and out of the computer. The control unit also accepts
commands from the computer and moves the tape on the slant track recorder
in accordance with instructions from the computer. The mass storage unit
can be considered to be a general purpose peripheral with more than
50 billion bits of data on-line. The mass storage unit operates under the
control of the computer and its specific purpose is to move data in and




The McIDAS system is built around a data-craft 6024/5 computer.
This computer was supplied by the manufacturer with an operating system
called DMS and this operating system with only slight modifications is
used to support the McIDAS software. Most of the software for this
system consists of non-resident modules which are invoked by the
operator or by other modules and have short lifetimes. This permits
the entire operating structure to be many times larger than the computer
core.
The only important modifications to the DMS monitor program itself
is the addition of four functions. These functions are an interval
timer multiplexor called ITM, a spooled operator output function called
TQ, a transmit message to program function called SQ, and an interrogate
program message function called IQ.
The interval timer multiplexor allows several programs concurrently
to request interrupt routines to be entered after a given number of
milliseconds.
The TQ function allows programs to pass messages to the operator
without having to wait for the messages to actually occur on the
operator's printer. These messages are spooled to disk and printed when
their chance comes up. This implies that a task may have been completed
and exited core long before the operator gets the message from that task.
All messages from any McIDAS program to the operator are sent through the
TQ function.
The SQ function is the basic method of inter-program communication
within the system. A message containing a name of a program and a list
of eight parameters is constructed and sent to the SQ function. The
function receives the message and returns control immediately back to
the calling program. At least 10 times per second a check is made of
these messages to see if every program to which a message has been sent
if presently active. If there are any programs.which have had messages
sent to them and which are not presently active, they are started. This
allows the transmitting program, the flexibility of not having to worry
about whether the receiving program is presently active. If it is not
active, it will be started at a later time.
2The IQ function is a method by which a program picks up traffic which
was sent to it by some other program using the SQ function. The IQ
function will send a program its oldest piece of traffic or an indication
that there is no more traffic for that program. The normal system convention
is that a program continues to pick up messages with the IQ function until
it finds that there is no more traffic; at which time it exits. This is
the basic non-resident nature of most of the tasks on the system.
The interval timer multiplexer is supported by a module called ITM
which is permanently a resident in the monitor system. The functions TQ,
SQ and IQ are partially supported by a module SYSQ which is resident in the
system monitor and partially supported by a permanently active foreground
routine called OPCOM. OPCOM becomes active 10 times per second, and any
time a key is struck on the console typewriter. OPCOM handles spooling
of operator output messages. It starts up inactive programs with messages
in the SYSQ traffic pool, it examines the keys struck on the typewriter to
tell whether they are important system message constructs or not, it contains
the TV frame interrupt routine. Only two other significant modifications
have been made in basic datacraft software. One is that the teletype handler
has been modified to send individual characters struck on the teletype to
OPCOM unless a legitimate system read is in progress. The other is that the
magnetic tape handler has been modified so that parity errors do not cause
the system to halt and query the operator. With large volumes of picture
data, parity errors on tapes are inevitable and must be lived with. It is
unnecessary for the operator to take positive action each time one of these
occurs.
Other than these changes in the operating system monitor the rest of
the McIDAS software consists of library subroutines and programs.
The following is a list of library subroutines and a brief description
of their uses:
TVD is a subroutine which performs output from the computer to the TV
video disk.
IK is a Fortran function which moves the bit weights within an imager
to comply with the bit weight defined by portions of the McIDAS system.
3SLEEP is a set of routines which are called by TVD and are not useful
otherwise.
LTV is a function which transforms from spatial TV coordinates to time
and TV coordinates, That is, it handles the interlace.
STAGE is a package which assembles and disassembles 8 bit bytes.
IO and FIO are routines which allow Fortran linkages into the input -
output control system, thus opening the full resources of the monitor
to Fortran programs.
WAIT is a Fortran linkage to the system wait routine. This function
allows a program to suspend itself until a given event has taken place.
CSF is the name of the Fortran linkage into the functions SQ, TQ and IQ
which have been defined previously.
HIO is a Fortran linkage directly into the machine level input-output
command. It is used by routines to communicate with the McIDAS display
system.
GETGAM is a routine which allows programs to obtain results of a
navigation which have been stored in a disk file.
TVSAT is a routine which transforms from TV coordinates to spacecraft
coordinates.
LOOKUP retrieves data from the frames file and the tape reels file.
LOOKUP is used by TVSAT and by other programs.
The following is a list of the nonresident programs which form the
majority of the McIDAS system software:
TTY is the program which handles operator commands. TTY is call by
OPCOM whenever it sees the line feed has been typed on the typewriter.
TTY receives a message from the operator and encodes it into a message
which is sent out through the SQ function. Therefore, through TTY
the operator can send a message to any program within the McIlDAS system.
ZLANDM FRAMES and REELS and KLUDGE are jobs which are run to
initialize the three major library data files for MelDAS: the
landmark file, the frames file, and the reels file. These jobs are
run only once when the system is initialized. If they were run at
any other time, it would cause a loss of all information which had
been stored if these files.
SETKEY is a small program which allows the operators to change the
state of any one of the twenty-four systems keys. Presently very
few of these keys have any defined meanings.
DPROJ is a job which is run to define the legitimate projects which
are allowed to use the system and to initialize the systems keys
desired for that project.
DEFTAP is a routine which inserts a tape definition into the reels file.
DFRAME is a routine which inserts the definition of the contents of the
TV frame into the frames file. DFRAME is normally called by the system
when a frame is loaded.
WHATAP is a routine whose output is a list of the days in which at least
one tape has been defined in the reel file.
DVERS is a routine which allows the user to change the version name of
the McIDAS system which is typed out anytime someone begins operations.
RESFRM is a routine which restricts the projects which are allowed to
write on any certain frame on the TV set. This function guarantees
that users may destroy their own data but not the data of others.
LOGDUM is a program which is called once a month to dump out the contents
of the usage log. This allows a permanent record of which projects have
been using the system and how much time they consumed.
PRNOUT is a routine which causes the typeout of from 1 to 7 integers.
This program is used both mainly for debugging.
//
5ERADIR is a program which erases the directory of the 8 digital areas.
This directory called DKDIR normally describes the information contained
in these 8 areas.
STATUS is a program which outputs to the operator the names of all
presently active programs, along with their bounds and their status.
SETF is a program which is called by the operator to specify which
frame should be displayed on the TV set.
DLIM is a program through which the operator defines the bounds of a
loop.
DRATE is a program through which the operator defines the rate for
looping.
LOOP is a program which supports the actual looping function itself.
NAVFRM initiates a call to the navigation system to perform a
navigation on the day which is presently being studied on the TV set.
DEFPNT is a mechanism through which the operator defines the point on
the earth which is going to be used for navigation measurement.
DORBIT is a program which is called to define the orbital characteristics
of the satellite in question on a specific day. DORBIT encodes this
information and sends it to the routine DLANDM which handles all landmark,
orbit, and other day-related data.
DSRATE is a routine which is used to advise the system of the spin rate
of a satellite on a specific day. DSRATE also sends its data through
DLANDM.
DLANDM is the routine which inserts data into the file LANDMA. Data in
this file includes landmarks, spin rates, orbits, and beta values.
FINDTP is a routine which lists all tape reel definitions on any given
day.
LISTAP is a routine which lists any single given tape reel definition.
6FINFRM lists all the frame definitions which occur on any given day.
SAVEDK is a routine which causes the dist directory DKDIR and the
contents of the 8 available digital data frames to be saved on a
magnetic tape for future use.
RESTDK is the inverse of the SAVEDK function. It causes a previously
saved set of 8 areas to be loaded back onto the digital disc. Through
these two functions each user can have his own eight areas of interest
with very little difficulty.
DELMRK is a routine which removes an entry from a file LANDMA. DELMRK
is essentially an inverse of DLAMDM.
WCELL is a program which scans the file LANDMA to find out which cell
in this file has the most entries. This allows the user to find if
this file has any danger of overflowing.
EDAY is a program which eliminates all entries in file LANDMA which
are associated with a given day.
LISLMK is a routine which lists data contained in the file LANDMA.
LISDIR is a routine which lists all the data in the file DKDIR. That
is, it lists the contents of the 8 presently existing digital disk
areas.
LFRAME is a program which lists the definition of any one particular
frame in the TV system.
LNDMARK is a routine which receives a landmark measurement from the
operator, encodes it into the proper format, and sends it to DLANDM
for entry into the LANDMA file.
ENHOOl is a program which causes a load of the enhancement tables in
the McIDAS system. This allows the user to change the transfer function
between the data on the disc and the data in the TV system.
LOGOUT is a program which is called by any user at the end of his use
of the system. This program records that use in the log file.
LDCNTR is a routine called by the operator to perform a transfer of data
from the digital tape to one of the 8 disk areas.
ABSLD is a program which is called by LDCNTR to perform the actual
loading process.
LOGGIN is a program called by a user when he begins use of the system.
CNTRL is a routine which receives commands from OPCOM which have been
typed in a single key strike by the operator. If the operator strikes
a line feed key on the typewriter, TTY is called to read a message. If
the operator strikes some other key the data form that key strike is
sent to CNTRL for processing.
CC is an almost exact duplicate of the program TTY except that it
receives its input from the card reader instead of the typewriter. This
allows commands in the user language to be prepared ahead of time if
desired.
NAMLIS is a job which is run to define the key words in the operator
language. It consists of a list of cards containing two letter keys
followed by the name of the program to which that key is associated.
This list is saved in a file and is available to the programs TTY and
CC.
LDCNTV is the program which transfers data from the digital disk to the
TV system.
In addition to these programs, many applications programs are also con-
structed in the same way. That is, they become verbs in the operator's
language and they perform their tasks as nonresident programs of short duration.
Therefore, as far as the system is concerned, no distinctioh is made between
systems programs and applications programs; all have the same structure and
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* ENTER HANDLER FROM IOC WITH
* (1)tFOB ADDRFSS
* (J) OPFN
* (K) TEMP ADDRESS
* (E)tPDCT RELATIVE ENTRY ADDRESS
* (A) FUNCTION CODE
* (O,T)tSTATUS WORD
* BIT 23 = BUFFER BUSY
* 22 = WORD COUNT NOT COMRLETE
* 21 = EOF
*2 .. ........................... 2 ERROR------ - - .....
19 (1) OPENED, (01 CLUSED
* 18 = (1) FOB, (0) DEVICE
* 17 = (1) PERMANENT ASSIGNMENT
* 12 - 16 =ERROR CODE (IF 20 SET )
* 6 - 11 =LOGICAL DEVICE NUMBER
* .0 - 5 = PHYSICAL DEVICE NUMBER
* (1,T) = PARAMETER/PARAMETER AQDRESS
* (1,K) = FOB ADDRESS
* (2,K) = RETURN ADDRESS
* (3,K) = USER PARAMETER/PARAMETER ADDRESS
(4-5,K) = USFR E-A
* RESET ENTRY:
* (A)±-i











MC8T SOK MCAl BUILD CORRECT IRANSPORT NO. IN (K) -
ZA TEST FUNCTION GODE
Bu STATUS STATUS CHECK
1ON RESET FUNCTION CQDE =-1; RESET HANDLER
TIM FCBP
TKI SET TRANSPORT No, IN (1)
TMK TCURNT RESTORE ADDRESS OF TALBE CONTANING TEMP
TMK 13,K ADDRESS CF TEMP
TMJ 2,K PUT RETRUN ADDRESS IN (J)
TKM CW SAVE (K) TEMPORARILY
TMK 3,K PARAMETER ADDRESS
BON *+3 SKIP ADDRESS AND WORD COUNT
TME 2,K BUFFER ADDSESS IN (E)
TMK 1,K WORD COUNT IN (K)
TRM TRANS. SAVE REGISTERS
COB '10 IS IT A CLQSE
8O CLOSE
TMA SDISINT ALLOW DISPATCHbR
UE1
TMA FC L RESTORE FUNCTION CODE
TZ RFLAG CLEAR BINABY F.AG
TZM FOTFLAG CLEAR EOT ELAG
80? CST01
TMD MESSX
DIA OR IN TRANSPORT NO.
TDM FOTMSG STORE MESSAGE
,TMK FOTMAD
BLU %HOLD HOLD-OUTPUI MESSAGE
TMR TRANS.
MCST01 TMK CW RESTORE (KI
BSL %DEAL DEALLOCATE CORE
COB MAXFC FUCTION CODE TUO LARGE ?
BNP MCSTO3 NO, GO ON
MC8T02 TOE '11 ABORT CODE 1I-ILLEGAL FUNCTION CODE
BUC %SABORT ABORT ROUTINE
MCSTO3- TZM RETRYF CLEAR RETRY FLAG
TZM FRASEF CLEAR ERASE FLAG
TZM RPFLAG CLEAR REPOSITION rLAG
TOA 1 SET DIRCTIQN FLAG FORWARD
TAM DFLAG
TIA TRANSFER TRANSPORT NO., TO (A)
BSL ISW INPUT HARDWARE STATUS WORD
QBB RO
BNZ MCST10 BIT ZERO SET-DEVICE ON LINE
TMA ='04010000 ERROR CODE (1) DEVICE OFF-LINE
BUC MCSTO5
TMA ='04110000 ERROR CODE(I.) FILE PROTECTED
MCSTO5 AAM* FCBP MERGE WITH FCB WORD
BUC FXIT EXIT
MCST10 TMK FC RESTORE FC TO fK)
QBB RI QUERY BIT I
802 MCST20 BIT 1 NOT SET FILE NOT PROTECTED
TMA FC RESTORE FUNCTION CODE
COB '02 CHECK FOR SYMBOLIC WRITE
8 MCSTO5-1 FILE PROTEQTEDtCANNOT WRITE
COB '04 CHECK FOR BINARY WRITE
HO? MCST05-1 FILE PROTEQTED CANNOT WRITE
COB '06 1 CHECK FOR WRITE EOF
807 MCST05-1
MCST20 TOJ FXIT BUILD EXIT
BUC* *,K
DAC SR SYMBOLIC READ 501)
DAC SW SYMBOLIC WI81TE (02)
DAC RR BINARY READ (0O)
DAC RW BINARY WRITE (U4)
DAC FRASE ERASE TAPE (05)
DAC WEOF WRITE END OF FILE (06)
DAC OPEN OPEN FILE (07)
DAC CLOSE CLOSE FILE (10)
DAC RPF REPOSITION FILE (11)
DAC RSF BACKSPACE FILE (12)
DAC ADF ADVANCE FIIE (13)
DAC RSR BACKSPACE RECORD (14)
DAC ADR ADVANCE RECORD (15)
DAC REW REWIND (16)
DAC SCRA - SET CRA (1i)
DAC FXIT SEEK CRA ( ILLbGAL. ) (20)
DAC SCFA SET CFA (21)











OZ RESETI IS IT ZERO
NIl NEGATE ADDRESS
TMA 0,1 NO-PICK UP 1ST WORD
DMA ='01407777 SAVE BI'TS Q-11;17,18
TAM 0,1 RESTORE MODIFIED WORD
TZM SMCABF CLEAR BUSY FLAU
RESET1 HUC 0,J EXIT
STATUS TKE ;SAVE TRANSPORT
TMK $CURNT ,RESTORE TEMP T0 (K)
TMK 13,K
BLJ %CSREQ. ,GET FILE STATUS




---6 A .. . ... .. . .. ... (C)F(STATUS)
BUC 0,K tRETURN TO USEN
RINARY/SYMBOLIC READ /WRITE
BR TME RCODE READ CODE
TFM RFLAG SET BINARY FLAG
BSRW6 TMA WC PICK UP PAHAMEIER ADDRESS IF NEGATIVE
BON MCSTO2 IF NEG. ERROR
BSRW10 TNA 2 .RETRY COUNT
TAM RETRY. SET FOR 5 1lIME RETRY
BSRW12 TOA WC . PICK UP ADDRESS OF WC
OAW MCACU
BNZ *-1 BUSY
TMA* FCBP PICK UP FCB WORD
BON *+3 BIT 23 SET ?
NSA NO
TAM* FCBP RESET SIGN
BSRW15 TEA (A) = COMMAN WORD
TAM CW SAVE COMMAND WORD
bSRW18 TME FCRP FCB ADDRESS
NEE NEGATE
TEM %MCABF SET BUSY
BSRW20 OMA SMCATOT,Il MERGE TAPE OPTION WORD INTO COMMAND
CEm RFLAG IS BINARY ELAG SET ?
sO? *+2
DMA ='77737777 RESET BINARY BIT
OCW MCACU
BN? *-I BUSY
BUC O,J EXIT (WITY (C)=O)
* BINARY/SYMBOLIC WRITE
kW TME WCODE WRITE CODE
HUC RSRW6-1 GO WRITE RECORU
* SYMBOLIC WRfTE
SW TMA SMCATOT,I PICK UP TAPE OPTIONS WORD
LRA 9 TEST MODE BIT i14)
BNN SW20 ASCII MODE; NO CONVERSION
SWfo TMI WC CONVERT ASCII TO BCD
TMK RA BASE ADDRESS
OQBB R1 TEST TUPE BIT (16)
8NZ SWil
BLJ %S.CAE 9 TRACK CONVERI ASCII TO EBCD J 3 CPW
BUC SW12
SWfi BLJ %S.CAB ,7 TRACK CONVERT ASCII TO BCD 1 3-CPW,-
SW12 TMI TRANS. RESTORE TRANSPORT .
TMJ RA RESTORE RETURN ADDRESS
SW20 TME WCODE WRITE CODE
BUC RSRW6
*SYMBOLIC READ
SR TMA SMCATOT,I PICK UP TAPE OPTIONS WORD
LRA 9
TAM TCFLAG SET FLAG
TME RCODE
BLJ RSRW6 READ RECORD
TOK ICFLAG
TMA 0,K
PNN SR30 EXIT IF BINARY MODE
BSL SWAITP WAIT
TMI TRANS. RESTORE TRANSPORT
TMK RA
TMA SMCATOT,I PICK UP TAPE OPTIONS WORD
LLA 7
BON SRO10
TMI WC PICK UP WORD COUNT
BLJ %S.CEA CONVERT ASCII 10 EBCD 4 3 CPW
BUC SR20 EXIT
SRiO TMI WC PICK UP WORD COUNT




TAM* FCBP RESET BUFFER BUSY BIT
SR30 TMJ RA
TA SET (C) =
BUC O,J
* WRITE END OP FILE
WEOF TOE FOFCODE WRITE EOF ODE
MUC RSRW15 GO WRITE EFF
* FRASE 3.5.* N IN. OF TAPE
ERASE TMA WC PICK UP WOBB COUNT
8ON MCSTO2 ILLEGAL FUNCTION CODE
NAA
TAM FRASEF SET ERASE ELAG
TOE FRACODE ERASE CODE
BUC RSRN15 ACTIVATE FUNCTION
* OPEN FILE
OPEN TEA
TAM FRRCNT,I SET ERROR 0COUNT To ZERO
BUC FXIT EXIT
* CLOSE FILE
CLOSE TMA* FCBP PICK UP FIRST WORD
DMA ='01407777 SAVE BITS u-11;17,18
TAM* FCBP RESTORE wORD
TEM FOTFLAG CLEAR EOT ELAG
TME FRRCNT,I PICK UP ERROR COUNT
80? CLOSE2








OlE OR IN TRANSPORT NO. FROM (1)
TAI SET IN (1)
TMJ ='10051105
TMK ='10047516
TMA RB SET BLANKS IN (A)
BSL %OCMSGE OUTPUT MESSAGE
CLOSE2 TMK CW RESTORE TEMP POINTER TO K
BUC SCLOSEF
* REPOSITION FILE
RPF TMA CFA,I PICK UP CUBRENI FILE COUNT
B0 RPFEOF REPOSITION RECORDS UNTIL CRA=CFA
RPFCFA TAM DRA SET TO DESIRED RECORD ADDRESS
BUC SCRA SET CRA BY SUCCESSIVE BACKSPACING
RPFEOF TFM RPFLAG
* RACKSPACE FILE
BSP TIA SET TRANSPQRT NO. IN (A)
BSL ISW INPUT STATUS WORD
QBB R6 QUERY BIT
3N? FXI DEVICE I A LOAD POIN
TOE RSFTODE BACKSPACX FLE CODE T
TFM fFLAG SET REVERSE FLAG
BUC RSRW15 ACTIVATE FUNCTION
* ADVANCE FfLE
ADP TOE ADFCODE ADVANCE FlIE CODE
BUC RSRW15 GO WRITE EQP
* RACKSPACE RECORD
BSR TOE RSRCODE .. . . B ACKSPACE ECOXD-CODE.
TFM DFLAG SET REVERSE FLAG
BUC RSRW15 ACTIVATE FUNCTION
* ADVANCE RECORD
ADR TOE ADRCODE ADVANCE RECORD CODE
BUC RSRW15 ACTIVATE FbNCTION
* REWIND
REW TOA REWCODE REWINF CODE
TZM %MCABF- CLEAR BUSY FLAG
TZM* FOF(1) SET EOF =0
TZM* CFA(I) SET CFA=O
TZM* CRA(I) SET CRA0=O
BUC RSRW20 
'ACTIVATE FUNCTION
* SET CURRENT RECORD ADDRESS
SCRA TOA '20 SET SC TO SEEK
TAM FC DROP INTO SEEK LOCICSEEK TMA DRA COMPARE DE$IRED ADDRESS WITH CURRENT ADDR
CMA CRA,I
BON RSR




EXfT TOC 7C SET RETURN C=Z RO
BUC* RA
* INPUT HARDWARE STATUS
ISW
LLA 3 POSITIOLN TRANSPORT NO.
DOB 6 OR DISABLE BITS
tCW MCACU
BNZ *-i BUSY RETURN
ISW MCACU
8N? *-1 BUSY RETURN
BUC* ISW EXIT-(A) CQNTAINS STATUS
* INTERRUPT PROCESSOR
RCAI 4** ENTER VIA INTERRUPTED EXECUTED BSLTRM IPREG SAVE ALL REGISTFRS
CZM 9MCABF WAS DEVICE BUSY?
8OZ IPEXIT
TMI TRANS. (1)=TRANSPQRT NO,
ISW MCACU
8N? *-I






OBB R4 END OF TAPE?
BOZ *+2 NO
TFM FOTFLAG SET EOT FLAG
UM FRASEF
8OP *+4 SKIP ERASE
TOA FRACODE (A) CONTAINS ERASE CODE
BLJ RSRW18 EXECUTE ERASE
BUC IPEXIT EXIT.
TZM RETRYF ZERO RETRY FLAG
BNN *+4 SKIP IF REIRY ELAG NOT SET
TME CW
BLJ RSRW12 RESTART READ/WRITE
BUC IPEXIT .. EXIT
RUILD HANDLER STATUS WORD
TMA FC PICK UP FUNCTION CODE
TZE NO
COB 5 IS IT READ/WRITE
BON *+2
BUC MCAI1O0
TMK WC WORD COUNT
TMA HSW (A)=HARDWARE STATUS
BNN MCAI1O0 ABC IS NOT BUSY
* ABC NOT COMPLETE
JAW MCACU
SMA RA
TAK SET DIFFERENCE iN (K)
TOA 6 
.'DISABLE Pf ANQ CLEAR ABC CHANNEL
OCW* MCACU
TME :B22 SET BIT 22 FOR WC NOT COMPLETE
MCAI1O TMA HSW RESTORE HARDWANE STATUS
OBB R6 LOAD POINT?
BNZ MCAI20 YES, ZERO POINTFRS
OBB R5 EOF?
BOZ MCAI30 NO-UPDATE QRA ONLY
TZM RPFLAG WAS THIS AN RPV
BNN MCAI12 NO
TZM DFLAG ZERO DIRECTION FLAG
TOE ADFCODF ADVANCE OVER EOF
BLJ RSRW15
BUC IPEXIT EXIT
MCAI12 AME =B21 SET EOF STATUS BIT
TMA DFLAG UPDATE EOF
hAM FOF,I
HUC MCAI21
MCAI20 TZE ZERO STATUS
TZM* FOF(I)
MCAI21 TZM* CFA(I) ZERO CFA
TM* CRA(I) ZERO CRA
MCAI22 TMI FCBP.
TMA OI
BNN *+2 SKIP IF NOI BUSY
NSA SET TO NOT BUSY
OEA
TAM 0,1
TKM 1,1 STORE WORD COUNT
BUC MCAI31
MCAI30 TMA DFLAG ADD OR SUBfRACT I FROM CRA
WAM CRA,I
BUC MCAI22
MCAI31 TMA FC TEST FUNCTtOLN CODE.
COB '20 SEEK IN PRQGRESS
BNE *+3
BLJ SEEK YES, CONTINUE EbFEK
BUC TPEXIT EXIT FROM tNTERRUPT
MCAI139 NOP
MCAI136 NOP
,EOREXIT TZM %MCABF CLEAR BUSY FLAG




IPEXIT TMR IPREG RESTORE REGISTERS





AOM 1 INCREMENT.ERROR COUNT
DAC FRRCNT,I
AUM RETRY. INCREMENT BETRY COUNTER
BON RETRYO10 TRY AGAIN
* IF SS4 DO NOT RETURN ERROR STATUS
OSS R4
BN? MCAIJB . JUST IGNORE TROUBL
TMA CW . . . . .. IF-B8 1, READ bRROR .
LLA 15 IF B8=0, WRITE ERROR
BON RETRY - READ ERROR " BACKSPACE RECORD-EXIT
TMA ='04030000 WRITE ERROR
BUC RETRY3 - GO MERGE AND EXIT c
RETRY TOA RSRCODE BACKSPACE RECOND
BLJ RSRW18
TMA ='04020000 READ ERROR




BUC FOREXIT ERROR EXIT
RETRYO10 TMA CW READ OR WRiTE?




807 RETRY30 IF ?ERO1 1$T TRY
TFM FRASEF SET ERASE ELAG








8FLAG ~7 0 BINARY MODE FLAG
ICPLAG ?ZZ 0 SYMBOLIC READ FLAG
RETRYF 2ZZ 0 RETRY FLAG
ERASEF ?Z? 0 ERASE FLAG




RA Z? 0 RETURN ADDRESS
wC ?Z? 0 WORD COUNT
BA 2z? 0 BASE ADDRESS





PCBP DATA 0 FCB POINTER
HSW DATA 0 DARDWARE STATUS WORD
CW DATA 0 COMMAND WORD
RCODE DATA '40000503 READ










2C EQIV '4 ZERO CONDITION BtT
CFA(J) DAC CFA,I
CFA RDAT 8(0) CURRENT FIE ADDRESS TABLE
CRA(I) DAC CRA,I
CRA RDAT 8(0) CURRENT RECORD ADDRESS TABLE
EOP(I) DAC FOF,I POINTER EOF TABLE








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IBP DATA 0 -1 tMP INPUT BUFFER FULL
IDLE EQIV '77777
GOT DATA 0 -- -- - - - - ---. . . . . . . . .
IB BLOK I.NG


































* f00 MILLISFCOND WAIT





* WAIT TILL ACTIVITY OR TfMEOUT RESETS IDLE FLAG
BLU %WAIT
* CALL TO SYSO
ACTIV BLU '34
TZM GOT


































































* WAIT IF OUTPUT BUFFER IS FULL
NO[ czM OBE
PO CALTTO





























































































































































































































SUBROUTINE TVSAT(I'F*ILT, lET,ILIE IT,ID)
C INPUTS
C IF -- FRAME NUMBER
C ILT -- TV CURSOR LINE
C IET -- TV CURSOR ELEMENT
C
C OUTPUT$
C IL -- SSCC LINE
c IE -- SSCC ELEMENT
c IT -- FRAME START TIME
C





















































C LOOKUP AND SAVE
C LUN=2 REELS













































C NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN PILE
N=UARY(1)-1





















C PUNCTION JARY (J) IS THE JTH ENTRY IN THE FILE tNDEX
































































































































































5 ,1 0 0 ,8 5 /IB(N)=TIR(N)
LASBIT=O
IERROR=0
C KLUDGE TO TRY TO GET MORE DECODES






























L(8)=8* IR(61+KS)+4 *IR(62+KS)+2*IB(63+KS)+IR8 64+KS)
L(9)=4*IR(66+KS)+2*IR(67+KS)+IB(68+KS)
L(iO)=R*TIB(6 9 +KS) 4*IB( 7 0 +KS)+2*IB( 7 1+KS)+IB8(72+KS)
L(11)=4*TB(25+KS) 2*ie(26+KS)+18(27+KS)









































































































































IF (KST '4'T. NE..AND:*KSTAT. NE'' ) CALL ABORTIF(KEYOLT 0 .OR.KEYl.GT.2 2 )CALL ABORTN~I
IF(KEY'.GT.o0)N=2**KEY
M=' 777 7777 .XOR N
NDAT (95) =NDAT (95) .AND. M
N=N*KSTAT

















































































































































































C SIGNAL SYSTEM CHANGE WORD
NDAT(54)=1






































































































































































































































































































DATA Mi/3OHTAPE START TIME


































































































































































































































































































































































































































C DEFINES LANDMARKS AND OTHER PICTURE RELATED DATA
C INPUT iS SYYDDD HHMMSS KEY PiP2,P3,P4, KIND
C ONLY ONE ENTRY OF UNIQUE SYYDDn HHMMSS KIND
C FOR EXAMPLF, FOR LANDMARKS ...
C INPUT IS SYYDDD, HHMMSSI KEY, SATLIN, SATELE,' LAT, .ON
DATA NFR9/40HPICTURE INFO FILE UPDATE REJECIED /
- DATA NAM/6HDLANDM ..



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C INPUT IS FRAME, LAT, LON, TVL, TVE, KEY






































































C *4** INPUTS *****
C ID IS DAY NUMBER
C IL IS SATElLITE START LfNE
C fE IS SATELLITE START ELEMENT
C ** ** OUTPUTS *****
fL IS CHANGED TO LIE ON A LINE IN QUE
C IE IS CHANGED TO LIE ON WORD BOUNDARY
C IDL IS LINF SAMPLING ON DISK
e IDE IS ELEMENT SAMPLING ON DISK
C IS IS STARTING SECTOR FOR REQUFST
C iF IS = -1 IMP NON-HIT




































































































































































333 FORMAT('SYSTEM IDLE AT ',411)
CALL TO(MOUT)
CALL EXIT





































































































































































C MES(1)t DISK AREA 1; 8
NSEC=MFS(1)
C MES(2)=STARTING ELEMENT TAPE RFLATIVE
IES=MES (2)
t R.ES(3)IS LINF INCREMENT
ILb=ME!(3)
IF(ILD.EO.O)ILD=1
C MES(4) IS FLEMENT INCREMENT
IED=MES(4)
IF(IED.EQ.0)IED=3
C MES(5) IS SATELLITE LINE TAPE IS NOW POSITIONED AT
IPL=MES(5)
C MES(6) IS FIRST SAT ELEMENT ON TAPE
IOF=MES(6)
H ES(7) IS FEC KEY
KEE=MES(7)















e READ TAPE RECORD
CALL RFADW(2,2731IT)
8 MOVE SAMPLPS SPLIT TO IS
C PIRST TAPE WORD TO START SPLITTING
ITST=1+(TES-1)/3
NSPLIT=NF+6
e OFFSET BFTWEEN SPCIT START AND FIRST WANTED ELEMENT
IR=MOD(IFS+2,3)
t PLACE IN SATELLITE COORDINATE SYSTEM TO PUT SPLtT SAMPLES
IDEST=TOF+IES-IR -1
IF(KEE.EO.O)CALL CRACK(NSPIIT,IT(ITST),IS(IIEST )
C fF EEC NEEnED, MUST SRLfT WHOLF LINE
IF(KEE.NF.O)CALL CRACK(8193-IOF,IT,IS(IOF))












































































C COMMON 1-9n FROM DISK

















































































































C NDAT(55) IS CURSOR POINTER WORn
C NDAT(56) Iq CURRENT-FRAME/DESIRED FRAME
t 57 IS FRAMF ROUNDS
C 59 IS LAT
C 60 IS LONP
C 61 IS WIND TFMP STORAGE
C 62 IS LAST AREA USED FOR A LOAD
e 63
C 64 IS CURSOR SIZE
COMMON/SYSCOM/NDAT(100)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































C PERFORM TAPE LOOKUP
CALL LOOK(2,MD(8);MT)
IF(MT(1).EO.0)GOTO 100










C STARTING LINF OF TAPE
ILF=MT(4)





C SAME WITH FLFMENTS
IEF=MD(4)-MT(5)+1MB(6)*IE
MESO(6)=IEF





C DO ACTUAL LOAD
MSEC=1000*(IA-1)+2*fL

















C JC IS SOURCE ELEMENT POINTER
JC IE
C kT IS SCREFN ELEMENT POItNTER
KT=ITES-1
































































* WAIT TILL ACTIVITY OR TIMEOUT RESETS IDLE FLAG
BLU %WAIT
* CALL TO SYSO
ACTIV BLU '34
TZM GOT


































































* WAIT IF OUTPUT BUFFER IS FULL
NOI czM OBE
80Z CALTTO






























































































































































































































IF -- FRAME NUMBER
C ILT -- TV CURSOR LINE
C IET -- TV CURSOR ELEMENT
0
C OUTPUTS
C IL -- SSCC LINE
C IE -- SSCC ELEMENT
C IT -- FRAME START TIME
C





















































C LOOKUP AND SAVE
C LUN=2 == REELS












































C NUMBER OF PNTRIES IN FILUE
N=UARY(1)-i





















C FUNCTION JARY (J) IS THE JTH ENTRY IN THE FILE tNDEX
































































































































































DI MENSITON LINE (2);II '( 96) ,- (28)
DATA KS,IEVELB,LEVFLT,ILOOK/..1075




C KELUDGE TO TRY TO GET MORE DECODES









IF (N *LT.I.E VELT) NNtO
IF (M .LT .1-EVELT )MM±tO
IF (N.*G T.*I..EVE LB ' AND.*N .L T-*LEVELT )N N=MM







LUI)=2*1 ( 35+KS + IB( 36+KS)
L (P)=8 1R (37 +KS )+ * IRP(38+K S )+2 *I B (39 +KS ) + 1 840 +K S;)
L(3 )=8*IR41+KS)+4*pc42+KS)+2*IR(43+KS)+IR(4
4 +KS)L (4 ) =8 *IR8(45 +KS) 44 * i (46 +K5) +2 *I 8(47 +KS ) + I (48 +K 5)
L(5)=2*IR(51+KS)+IB(52+KS)
L (6) =8 *IR8(53 +KS) +4* 1 (54 +KS)+2* IB (55 +KS) + 1856+ IS )() =4*18 (58+KS) +2* 18(59+KS +IB( 60+KS)
L (8)=8*18( 61+KS)+4*j R 62.KS) +2*1 ( 63+KS) +1I P64+KS)
L (9) -4*1 ( 66+KS )+2*1 ( 67+KS )+ IB (68+KS)
L(iO)R*1B69+KSJf.4#IB(7o+KS)+2*IR(71+KS)+I8(7
24KS)L(Il)=4*TB(25+KS);2*Ip(26+KS)+IB(27+KS)
L (12)=2* TB (75+KS)-TI B (76+KS)
L(i 3 )=16*IB(81+KS)+8*I(2+KS)+4*IB(83KS)*IB
4 KS)185KL (14) =4* TB (28+KS) 
-2* TB (29+KS ) +IB (30+KS)
L(15)?2*IB77+KS);IB(78+KS)
L(1 6 )=1. 6 *IB(86+KS+8*I(7+KS)+4*IB(88+KS)+*IB9i:KS)(90KS
L(i8 )=P*TB(79+KS)4I8(80+KS)
L (19)=1.6* 18 (91+KS)+8* 18(92+KS )+4*.IB (93+KS )+?#IBf94 KS)+B9KSL(20)=IB(57+KS)
L(21)=TB(15+.KS
*L(22 )= IB (16+K 5)





































































































































































































DATA MPR/30HNOT AUTHORIZED TO DT























































DATA NFRR/30HERROR -- FRAMF LOCK



































C SIGNAL SYSTEM CHANGE WORD
NDAT(54):1







































































































































































































































































































DATA Mi/3OHTAPE START TIME




































































































































































































































































































































































































































C DEFINES LANDMARKS AND OTHER PICTURE RELATED DATA
C INPUT IS SYYDDD H.HMMSS KEY Pi,P2,P3,P4, KIND
C ONLY ONE ENTRY OF UNIQUE SYYDDn HHMMSS KIND
C FOR EXAMPLF, FOR LANDMARKS ...
C fNPUT IS SYYnDD, HHMMSS' KEY, SATLIN, SATELE, LAT, ION
DATA NFR9/4OHPICTURE INFO FILE UPDATE REJECIED
SDATA NAM/6HDLANDM ..

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































C MES(1)- DISK AREA 1 - 8
NSEC=MFS(1)
C MES(2)=STARTING ELEMENT TAPE RFLATIVE
IES=MES(2)
t RES(3)IS LTNF INCREMENT
ILD=ME!(3)
IF(ILD.ED.O)ILD=1
C MES(4) IS FLFMENT INCREMENT
IED=ME(4)
IF(IED.EQ.O)IED=3
C MES(5) IS SATELLITE LINE TAPE TS NOW POSITIONED AT
IPL=MES(5)
C MES(6) IS FIRST SAT ELEMENT ON TAPE
IOF=ME (6)
M RES(7) IS FEC KEY
KEE=MES(7)













































































































































333 FORMAT('SYSTEM IDLE AT ',411)
CALL TO(MOUT)
CALL EXIT















































































































CALL HI0('101,'21400'10 0 0 0 00)















1 CONT I NUE














C **4** INPUTS *****
C ID IS DAY NUMBER
C iL IS SATELLITE START LfNE
C fE IS SATELLITE START ELEMENT
c ***** OUTPUTS *****
t fL IS CHANGEn TO LIE ON A LINE IN OUE
C IE IS CHANGED TO LIE ON WORD BOUNDARY
C fDL IS LINF SAMPLING ON DISK
8 IDE IS ELEMENT SAMPLING ON DISK
C IS IS STARTING SECTOR FOR REQUFST
C iF IS = -1 IMP NON-HIT

















































































C ITNPUT IS FRAME, LAT, LON, TVLi TVE, KEY








































































































































































































































































































C READ TAPE RECORD
CALL RFADW(2,2731;IT)
" MOVE SAMPLPS SPLIT TO IS
8 PIRST TAPE WORD TO START SPLITTING
ITST=1+(TES-1)/3
NSPLIT=NF+6
8 OFFSET BFTWEEN SPLIT START AND FIRST WANTED ELEMENT
IR=MOD(IFS+2,3)
PLACE IN SATELLITE COORDINATE SYSTEM TO PUT SPLtT SAMPLES
IDEST=IOF+IES-IR -1
IF(KEE.EQ.O)CALL CRACK(NSPIIT, IT(ITST),IS(IQESTI)
C 1F EEC NEEnED, MUST SPLIT WHOLF LINE
IF(KEE.NF.O)CALL CRACK(8193-IOF,IT,IS(IOP))












































































C COMMON 1-90 FROM DISK

















































































































C NDAT(55) IS CURSOR POINTER WORD
C NDAT(56) Iq CURRENT-FRAME/DESIRED FRAME
t 57 IS FRAMF ROUNDS
C 59 IS LAT
C 60 IS LONn
C 61 IS WIND TFMP STORAGE
C 62 IS LAST AREA USED FOR A LOAD
e 63
C 64 IS CURSOR SIZE
COMMON/SYSCOM/NDAT(100)
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C PERFORM TAPE LOOKUP
CALL LOOK(2,MD(8),;MT)
IF(MT(1).EQ.0)GOTO 100










C STARTING LINF OF TAPE
ILF=MT(4)





C SAME WITH FLFMENTS
IEF=MD(4)-MT(5)+1IMB(6)*IE
MESO(6)=IEF





C DO ACTUAL LOAD
MSEC=1O0O*(IA-1)+2*fL

















C DC IS SOURCE ELEMENT POfNTER
JC=IE
C KT IS SCREPN ELEMENT POfNTER
KT=ITES-1





























ASSIGN 2=REE. S,3=FRAMES4 DK,5=DKDIR
BEGIN
S---$EOJ
tEOJ
FtiN
NE)XT JOB
